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Chemical Bonding and
“Rainworks” Sidewalk Art
Holly Hinkhouse Garcia
Chemistry & Physical Science Teacher
Riverside High School (Oakland, IA)
Interactive Presentation for NGSS HS PS1-1 & 1-3

Background
● Next Generation Science Standards
○ Students aim to figure out rather than just learn about
○ Focused on phenomena

● Science at Riverside High School
○ Physical Science: required for all Freshmen
●

Addresses all Physical Science and some Earth Science standards

○ Chemistry: elective for college-bound Juniors/Seniors
●
●

Goes above and beyond the standards but still aims to engage students
Rainworks Unit comes after a unit about electron configurations, atomic size,
and ionization energy

Interactive Presentation
● “Student Hat”
○ View the content through a student lens
○ Participate in discussion/lab

○ Save questions about implementation

● “Teacher Hat”
○ Learn about the unit process and product
○ Ask questions about implementation

Rainworks

Brainstorm...
What do YOU think is happening that causes
the art to appear?

Teacher Note: Facilitating Discussion
● Encourage students to share brainstorms
○ Have students share with partners first, then the
whole class
○ Stay positive & open to possibilities
○ Try not to show judgment of student ideas (either
positive or negative)
○ Steer conversation towards the next relevant topic

Lesson-Level Phenomena

Brainstorm: Water appears to coat the entire swimmer
and also support a bug. Why do you think this happens?

Brainstorm...
● What other things have you seen water do that
might be similar to these phenomena?

● List:

Mini-Lab: Drops on a Penny
● Using a pipet, how many drops of water can you place on
top of a penny before the water spills over the side?
■ Predict: What will happen if you use rubbing alcohol
instead? Try it!
● Place a small drop of water and a small drop of rubbing
alcohol next to one another on the lab table. Which one
shows signs of evaporating faster?
■ What could be causing these observations?

Teacher Note: Electronegativity
At this point, we examine...
● Electronegativity as a Periodic Trend
● Effects on electronegativity on bond character
● Predicting bond types & then properties of substances

Lesson-Level Phenomena

Water has forces of attraction.
Brainstorm: What causes water to be repelled instead?

Mini-Lab: Food Coloring & Milk
● Pour a thin layer of milk onto your plate. Add a few drops of
food coloring scattered around the center of the plate.
■ Predict: What will happen if you place a cotton swab
with soap between the food coloring?
■ Why soap? What could be causing your observations?
■ Why milk? Would this happen in other liquids?
● What happens in water? In oil?

Video: NBC Learn - Chemistry Now
● Soaps & Detergents Video
■ Why do you think the soap
molecule was drawn like this?

Teacher Note: Lewis Structures
At this point, we examine...
● Lewis Structures & Molecular Geometry
● Polarity of Molecules

Lesson-Level Phenomena

Brainstorm: These fuels have the same basic chemical
formula. What do you think causes them to be in the
three different states of matter?

Mini Lab:
DATA TABLE 1

Methanol

Ethanol

1-propanol

1-octanol

Chemical Formula

CH3OH

C2H5OH

C3H7OH

C8H17OH

DATA TABLE 3

Water

Glycerin

Chemical Formula

H2O

C3H5(OH)3

Chemical Formula

“Melting” Rank

Time for Evaporation

Viscosity
DATA TABLE 4
Salt

NaCl

Sugar

C6H12O6

Wax

C31H64

What patterns do you
notice between physical
properties and chemical
formulas?

Teacher Note: Intermolecular Forces
At this point, we examine...
● Types of Intermolecular Forces (IMF)
● Relative strengths of IMF
● Predicting IMF & physical properties from Lewis Structures
● And prepare for Rainworks presentations!

Unit Storyline
Driving Question:
Why is water repelled by Rainworks?

Anchoring Phenomenon:
Rainworks!

Investigate and build knowledge through
practices:

Incrementally build models that explain
phenomena:

Students will examine the
properties of water and patterns
in Electronegativity.

Students will model how
Electronegativity relates to
chemical bond character.

What causes water to
be repelled?

Students will build models of
molecules to see their shapes.

Students will draw molecule
structures and shapes to
determine if they are polar or
nonpolar.

What causes
molecules to attract
and repel?

Students will experiment with the
properties of chemicals to find
patterns in attraction.

Students will analyze
intermolecular forces and how
they influence physical
properties of molecules.

What makes water a
unique molecule?

The Winning Rainworks Design!

The Winning Rainworks Design!

Reflections & Thanks
Ideas and Possibilities….
● No cardboard cutting during class!
● Analyze examples of informative flyers/websites to model
● Teach it backwards? Start at IMF first?
Thanks to the Science Education Professors at UNI, the ICCISC
Curriculum Writing Grant, Riverside High School Administration,
Valerie Jaehrling of Atlantic HS, and Paula Carlson of Tripoli HS
Questions or Ideas? Email hgarcia@riverside.k12.ia.us

